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We investigate the metal–hydrogen interaction in vanadium alloyed with X¼Fe, Ni, Al, Ti, and Nb using

first-principles calculations. The site energy of interstitial hydrogen depends on both the volume and

the presence of a nearby alloying element; the two effects are analyzed separately. The effective volume

of the alloying element follows the sequence Nb4Ti4Al4V4Ni4Fe, and a larger volume lowers the

site energy on average. Locally, Al appears to be the strongest hydrogen repellent, and Ti exhibits the

strongest affinity for hydrogen. The original tetrahedral coordination by the metal atoms is also affected

and the effect is the most pronounced in Ni, where the hydrogen atom in the octahedral interstitial site

is strongly stabilized. A 16-atom body centered cubic special quasi-random structure is utilized to

obtain the statistical distribution of site energies in V12X4. The obtained site energies at 673 K have the

following sequence: TioNboAloNioFe. This result indicates that the strongest local repulsion

brought by Al is not necessarily correlated to the largest drop in solubility due to the compensation

by the elastic effect. The strong repulsion, however, would cause a pronounced decrease in the con-

figurational entropy.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Increasing demand for renewable and sustainable energy has
increased the interest in the use of hydrogen as a clean energy
carrier, which is one of the key elements in the carbon-neutral
energy cycle. The current production of hydrogen primarily relies on
the steam reforming of natural gas, and therefore, subsequent
purification is required. Among the available purification methods,
the use of dense metallic membranes ensures the best selectivity
because hydrogen can exclusively diffuse through the membrane in
its atomic form. Palladium alloys, such as Pd–Cu or Pd–Ag, are
representatives of these metallic membranes. However, these palla-
dium alloy membranes are plagued by high cost. A cheaper alter-
native can be group V elements—V, Nb, and Ta. The hydrogen
permeability of these elements is greater than that of Pd, but their
embrittlement upon exposure to hydrogen has been a serious
problem [1,2]. Therefore, an improvement in durability is a pre-
requisite for the group V alloys to replace Pd alloys.

Several experimental studies have demonstrated that the dur-
ability of vanadium can be improved by alloying with Ni, Al, Pd, etc.
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[3–5]. There could be several interrelated reasons for this improve-
ment in durability, but the most obvious reason is the decrease in
solubility upon alloying. At a given temperature and partial pressure
of hydrogen, a reduced amount of hydrogen in the material would
naturally result in a lesser degree of hydrogen-induced damage.
However, this alloying strategy compromises the permeability
because permeability is proportional to solubility. Therefore, the
objective is to determine the optimum composition that enhances
the durability without sacrificing too much permeability. In this
regard, understanding and predicting the interactions between
hydrogen and the alloying element is essential for designing hydro-
gen separation membranes.

Permeability, solubility, or diffusivity measurements would pro-
vide insight about the characteristic effects of alloying [6–8]. How-
ever, the interpretation of these measurements is not straightforward.
The hydrogen solution energy (or site energy) of alloys or compounds
cannot be easily interpolated from those of the constituent members.
For example, the equilibrium hydrogen partial pressure of V alloys at
fixed hydrogen to metal atomic ratios (H/M) monotonically increases
as 3d-elements of higher atomic number are alloyed [9], whereas
pure Ni shows a stronger affinity for hydrogen compared to pure Fe.
Although both Zr and Pd form hydrides, compounds composed of Zr
and Pd can be a very weak hydride former depending on the Zr to Pd
ratio [10]. Electronic structure analysis is essential for gaining a
fundamental understanding on such issues. The equilibrium partial
pressure of hydrogen as a function of H/M [11,12] or the enthalpy
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Table 2
Twelve independent H positions in the 54-atom simulation cell with Pm�3m

symmetry. The positions are sorted in ascending order of dHb-dHa. The last column

shows four nearest neighbor T sites; the number in front of the position index is

the multiplicity.

Wyckoff

position

Coordinates Distance from

1b (dHb in Å)

Distance from

1a (dHa in Å)

Neighboring

T sites

H1 24l (1/3, 5/12, 1/2) 1.675 6.574 3H1, H2

H2 24l (1/4, 1/3, 1/2) 2.701 5.851 H1, H2, 2H3

H3 48n (1/6, 1/3, 5/12) 3.433 5.025 H2, H3, H4, H6

H4 24l (1/12, 1/3, 1/2) 4.034 5.454 2H3, H5, H7

H5 12h (0, 5/12, 1/2) 4.557 5.851 2H4, 2H5

H6 48n (1/6, 1/4, 1/3) 4.034 4.034 H3, 2H6, H10

H7 12h (0, 1/4, 1/2) 5.025 5.025 2H4, 2H9

H8 12h (0, 1/12, 1/2) 5.851 4.557 2H8, 2H9

H9 24k (0, 1/6, 5/12) 5.454 4.034 H7, H8, 2H10

H10 48n (1/12, 1/6, 1/3) 5.025 3.433 H6, H9, H10, H11

H11 24k (0, 1/6, 1/4) 5.851 2.701 2H10, H11, H12

H12 24k (0, 1/12, 1/6) 6.574 1.675 H11, 3H12
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change upon hydrogen insertion can be measured experimentally
[13]. The preferred interstitial site for hydrogen occupation can be
identified based on the vibrational frequencies of interstitial hydro-
gen [14]. Extensive research has been conducted to correlate these
experimentally derived quantities to electronic structure, site energy
distribution and site occupation, and even to the role of alloying
elements at the atomistic scale [15–18]. Recent advancements in
first-principles simulations provide us with more direct access to the
atomistic picture without implicit derivation from macroscopically
averaged experimental quantities. The predictive power of density
functional theory (DFT) calculations reaches such a level as to
estimate permeability solely from calculation [19]. Although Pd
alloys have been extensively studied using DFT calculations [19–23],
very little research has been performed with vanadium alloys
toward understanding the role of alloying elements in view of the
electronic structure [24]. Here, we investigate the V–X alloy systems
where X¼Ti, Fe, Ni, Al, and Nb. Ti, Fe, and Ni were chosen to
determine the systematic variation in the 3d transition metal series.
Al was chosen as a typical alloying element that is not a transition
metal, and Nb represents an element that belongs to the same
group. We explore several factors, such as elastic and electronic
effects, that could affect the site energies. The coordination environ-
ment of hydrogen and site blocking are also analyzed.
2. Calculations

We perform DFT calculations using the exchange-correlation
functional by Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof [25] with the Quantum-
ESPRESSO software package [26]. The cutoff energy for the
planewave and charge density are set to 40 and 400 Ry, respec-
tively. A regular k-point mesh of 12�12�12 with a smearing of
0.02 Ry is used for the body centered cubic unit cell, and the same
sampling density is applied to the supercells.

To calculate the site energy for hydrogen insertion into V alloys, a
3�3�3 supercell containing 54 metal atoms is used. The symmetry
of the alloy supercell for V53X1, V52X2, V48X6, and V42X12 is restricted
to Pm-3m to limit the number of symmetrically independent sites.
Within this symmetry, there are 12 independent tetrahedral inter-
stitial sites for H atoms. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the positions of
the X atoms and the H atoms, respectively. For a better description,
we graphically illustrate the H positions in Fig. S1 and present a
schematic diagram of the connectivity between different H positions
in Fig. S2. To obtain the site energy distribution without the use of an
artificial symmetry, we adopt a special quasi-random structure (SQS)
of the bcc alloy for V12X4 at high X concentrations [27]. All of the
calculations were performed in spin-unpolarized conditions. Spin
polarized calculations were performed for the Fe and Ni substitu-
tions, but non-magnetic ground states were obtained.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Elastic effect

Here, the hydrogen site energy is defined as the total energy
change upon the insertion of hydrogen into the metal matrix, as
Table 1
Alloy compositions and the position of the alloying elements.

xX Wyckoff position Coordinates

V53X1 0.0185 1b (1/2, 1/2, 1/2)

V52X2 0.0370 1b, 1a (1/2, 1/2, 1/2), (0, 0, 0)

V48X6 0.1111 6f (1/6, 1/2, 1/2),

V42X12 0.2222 12j (1/6, 1/6, 1/2)
in Eq. (1). The zero point energy and finite temperature effect are
not considered because we focus on the difference between each
alloying element rather than extracting accurate absolute site
energies from first-principles calculations.

DE¼ EðVm�nXnHÞ�EðVm�nXnÞ� 1=2
� �

EðH2Þ ð1Þ

According to literature, the site energy is a function of H/M; it
initially decreases (becomes more exothermic) as H/M increases,
and then it increases after reaching the minimum [12,15,28,29].
This behavior is a general feature that is irrespective of the
constituent metal elements. The increase in energy, i.e., the
insertion of hydrogen becoming less favorable, originates
from a direct repulsion among the H atoms or an occupation of
the anti-bonding states by the added electrons. However, the
initial decrease in energy is largely due to elastic effects. The site
energy or enthalpy change as a function of the hydrogen con-
centration can be decomposed into two parts at constant tem-
perature [29]:

d DHH
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¼
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The first term on the right hand side refers to the dependence
of the enthalpy change on the volume at fixed concentration, and
can be written as follows [15]:
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where B and VH are the bulk modulus and partial molar volume of
hydrogen, respectively. Neglecting the temperature dependence
of VH (the second term on the right hand side), the remaining
terms can be determined using DFT calculations at a 0 K limit by
replacing the enthalpy change with the total energy change, as in
Eq. (1). Fig. 1 shows the DE as a function of ln(V/Vo) for the
insertion of a single hydrogen atom into the 54-atom V supercell.
This relationship varies almost linearly in the volume range of
72%, and the slope is �3.19 eV, which is the left hand side in
Eq. (3). The calculated bulk modulus of pure V (185.3 GPa) and the
volume of hydrogen (2.65 Å3/atom) from variable cell relaxations
compare well with experimental values [30–32], and their multi-
plication, BVH , is 3.06 eV. The good agreement between the two
approaches indicates that both the hydrogen concentration and
the volume change are small enough that the elastic effect
remains close to that of pure vanadium.



Fig. 1. Site energy as a function of volume. The volume is isotropically varied.
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The obtained elastic effect is quite sizeable: even a 1% change
in volume could cause a change as large as �30 meV in the site
energy. The fact that the enthalpy change decreases until H/V
reaches ca. 0.3 in pure vanadium [11,12] hints at such an
important contribution. The reason why we highlight the elastic
effect is that, in alloys, the elastic effect always coexists with the
electronic effect. Note that Eq. (3) originally concerns the volume
change resulting from the addition of hydrogen, but the concept
can be extended to the volume change caused by alloying. Fig. S3
presents calculated lattice parameters upon substituting Fe, Ni, Al,
Ti, or Nb for V. In general, the lattice parameter varies linearly
with the alloy concentration (xX), and it follows the sequence
Nb4Ti4Al4V4Ni4Fe. If the elastic effect plays the primary
role, Fe would increase DE the most, whereas Nb would decrease
it the most. In the next section, we analyze the DE of V-alloys in
low alloying concentrations (xXo0.05) considering the elastic
effect.
3.2. Low alloy concentration

3.2.1. Elastic effect

The elastic effect can be examined in both the averaged manner
and in the local level. Globally, DE can be simply estimated from the
total cell volume of the alloys based on the relationship shown in
Fig. 1. Locally, each symmetrically independent H site will have a
different available volume. The volume of the tetrahedron composed
of four metal atoms is calculated for 12 H positions in the relaxed
V53X1 or V52X2 geometry. Then, the H atom is placed at each
position and the atomic positions are optimized without any
symmetry restriction to obtain the site energies. The results are
plotted in Fig. 2. The site energies are apparently strongly affected
by the volume of the tetrahedron. Both DE and the volume of the
tetrahedron converge to the globally estimated values (solid lines)
as the distance from the X atom increases; the convergence is the
fastest in Fe and the slowest in Al, where even the H12 position
appears to be not far enough. Among the metals examined, Ti is the
only one that exhibits strong short-range attraction. The site energy
at H1 (V3Ti1 site, where the notation VnX4�n is used for a tetrahedral
site coordinated by n V atoms and (4�n) X atoms) is 48 meV lower
than the estimated value. Al is the strongest hydrogen repellent.
Hydrogen cannot even sit next to Al: it spontaneously falls into the
neighboring H2 site. In addition, the site energy remains above the
estimated value irrespective of the tetrahedron volume at each site.

The behavior in the V–Nb system is also noteworthy. Although
hydrogen insertion occurs more exothermically in pure Nb than in
pure V [15], Nb does not attract hydrogen when it is inside the
V matrix. It was reported that the V3Nb1 site would have higher
energy than the V4 site in all compositions of the V–Nb alloy due to
the larger size of Nb and the resultant smaller effective interstitial
site [15]. However, the next nearest H2 site is the one that benefits
from the large Nb; it has the maximum tetrahedron volume and the
minimum site energy. From the site energy profile, we can infer that
Nb would form an increased H population around it, though not at
its immediate neighboring interstitial sites.

In the case of the V52X2 structure, which has one more X atom at
the origin, the variation in the site energy appears similar. However,
the X–X distance appears sufficiently close or xX appears sufficiently
high that the convergence of the site energy to the estimated value
(dashed line) could not be achieved. In addition, the estimated value
itself becomes inaccurate as xX increases because it is extrapolated
from the pure V data.

3.2.2. Electronic effect

Upto this point, we have primarily discussed the elastic effect,
and now we attempt to isolate the electronic contribution. The DE

vs. ln(V/Vo) plot in Fig. 1 can serve as a baseline for the underlying
elastic effect. When the site energies are overlaid on the same graph,
the deviation, not the absolute value, from this baseline would
correspond to the electronic contribution. The solid symbols in
Fig. 2f are the weighted (by the total number of equivalent sites)
average of the site energies against the weighted average of ln(V/Vo),
where V is the tetrahedron volume at each interstitial site and Vo is
that of pure V. Note that the case of Al is ill-defined because the H1
site (and the H12 site in V52X2) is unstable, and here, the average
site energy excluding those unstable sites is considered (the data
points are placed inside parentheses). The interpretation is now
straightforward; if the absolute values are compared in the case of
V53X1, the sequence is TioNboFeo(Al)oNi, but the order
changes to TioFeoNboNio(Al) if the deviation from the baseline
is considered. Based on this analysis, one may reason that the elastic
effect would primarily account for the lower site energy in Nb
compared to that in Fe, and preference for Ti over Nb, or Fe over Ni,
is certainly due to the electronic effect.

Although the tetrahedron volume is a good measure of the
available space for the H atom, the effective open space certainly
depends on the relative positions and the types of metal atoms,
even at the same tetrahedron volume. For example, when X is
large, the tetrahedron volume of the V3X1 site is likely to be larger
than that of the V4 site, but a large X atom will reduce the
effective open space for the H atom. This result might be the
reason why even Ti, which strongly attracts H, exhibits a positive
deviation from the elastic baseline. To compare all of the alloying
elements on equal footing, we calculate the average DE and
ln(V/Vo) of the V4 sites and present them as open symbols in
Fig. 2f. As expected, the deviation of large alloying elements (Al, Ti
and Nb) becomes smaller in general. The sequence in the absolute
DE is the same as what we observed in the total average
(TioNboFeoAloNi), but the sequence in the deviation is
changed to favor Nb over Fe (TioNboFeoNioAl). Two clear
trends arise from the electronic contribution: first, the sequence
among the 3d transition metal elements, TioFeoNi, is always
preserved, and second, Al increases DE the most significantly,
both locally and globally. In fact, the strongest repulsion by Al
might not be readily observed if the absolute DE values are
contrasted. To understand the origin of the electronic contribu-
tion, we now move to the case of higher alloy concentrations
where the electronic effect would become more evident.



Fig. 2. Site energies and tetrahedron volume at 12 different H positions in V53X1 and 7 H positions in V52X2: (a) Fe, (b) Ni, (c) Al, (d) Ti, and (e) Nb. The blue and red

horizontal lines represent the average tetrahedron volume and the estimated site energy, respectively. The solid lines and the solid symbols are for V53X1, and the dashed

lines and the open symbols are for V52X2. The black arrows indicate the values of V54. Note that the tetrahedron volume decreases from the bottom to the top. In (f), solid

symbols represent the averaged total site energy and the open symbols represent the averaged V4 site energy. The black solid line indicates the value of pure V in Fig. 1, and

the dashed lines are a guide to the eye. The annotations indicate the number of X atoms in the supercell. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3.3. High alloy concentration

Here, we examine the electronic effect at higher concentrations,
V48X6 and V42X12. In practice, major alloying elements are added in
10–20 at% to bring a sizeable effect to durability [2,5,33]. Note that
the alloying elements investigated here show significant maximum
solubility in vanadium (54 at% for Al) or even form complete solid
solutions (Ti, Fe, and Nb) at high temperatures, except for Ni, which
shows a maximum solubility of 24 at% [34]. However, the solubility
decreases significantly as the temperature decreases and intermedi-
ate phases, such as V3Ni, V3Al, and the s phase in V–Fe, form. Here,
the simulated high concentration cases assume supersaturated alloys.

3.3.1. Electronic structure

Before providing the detailed analysis on the electronic struc-
ture, we first attempt to correlate the electronegativity of the
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alloying elements with the site energy sequence determined in
Section 3.2.2. The electronegativity follows the sequence Ti
(1.54)oNb (1.6)�Al (1.61)�V (1.63)oFe (1.83)oNi (1.91)oH
(2.20), which is largely consistent with the sequence in the
average site energy, except for Al. More electropositive elements
seemingly reduce the site energy. To better understand this
behavior, we analyze the d-band filling because it is a critical
factor that affects the interaction with hydrogen atoms [35]. In
Fig. 3, the shaded region shows the projected density of states
(PDOS) to orthonormalized d-orbitals. The position of the d-band
center (ed) relative to the Fermi energy (eF), ed�eF, has the
following sequence—Ti (1.14)4V (1.02)�Nb (1.02)4Al (0.79)4
Fe (0.45)4Ni (0.10). The overall d-band shape remains largely
unchanged in the case of Nb and Ti, except for a slight shift of the
Fig. 3. Density of states in V42X12: (a) pure V, (b) Fe, (c) Ni, (d) Al, (e) Ti, and (f) Nb. The so

lines indicate the position of the d-band center. (For interpretation of the references to co

Fig. 4. Projected density of states and orbital overlap in V54 and V42Al12. PDOS of the H a

overlap between H 1s orbital and the atomic orbitals of one of the nearest V or Al is sho

orbitals that belong to V or Al. Note that the ordinate scale in (d) is half the scale in (
d-band center. Nb is almost neutral in terms of the electronic
effect. Except for Al, the sequence of ed�eF exactly matches with
the site energy sequence of the V4 sites in Fig. 2f.

A closer look into the repulsion by Al is required, and for this
purpose, we choose a H6 configuration in the V42Al12 structure,
where H is trapped in the V3Al site. Fig. 4a and b shows the PDOS
of H and the four nearest metal atoms for V54 and V42Al12,
respectively. The isolated lowest energy state is introduced by
the H interstitial. In V54, the PDOS of H is well contained in this
lowest energy state, but in V42Al12, it is more dispersed to the
states at higher energy. The notable difference is the reduced
PDOS of the nearby V atoms. However, the contribution by Al
appears to be greater. In Fig. 3, one can observe that the total DOS
of V42Al12 is extended toward lower energy compared to the other
lid black lines are total DOS, and the gray area is the PDOS of the d-orbitals. The blue

lor in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

tom and its four nearest metal atoms are shown for (a) V54 and (b) V42Al12. Orbital

wn for (c) V54 and (d) V42Al12. V sum and Al sum are the summation over all of the

c).
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transition metal elements. These low-energy states from Al
strongly hybridize with the H 1s orbital, and consequently, the
state introduced by hydrogen is formed at a relatively lower
energy. To quantify the contribution from each orbital, we plot
the energy-resolved orbital overlap:

wlmðeÞ ¼ 1=Nk

X
n,k

�
fl cnk

��
cnk

�� ��fm

�
dðe�enkÞ, ð4Þ

where f are atomic orbitals; Nk is the total number of k points; cnk

and enk are the nth Bloch function and the eigen-energy at the k
vector, respectively. A Gaussian broadening of 0.01 Ry is used for d
(e�enk). When l¼m, this is the PDOS of the atomic orbital fl. When
lam, a positive sign of wlm(e) indicates a bonding interaction,
whereas a negative sign represents an antibonding interaction; the
absolute value corresponds to the magnitude of the interaction.
Here, fl is fixed to the 1s orbital of H, and the overlaps with the
orbitals of V or Al are shown in Fig. 4c and d. In V54, the bonding
interaction is localized in the lowest energy state, and the
antibonding interaction is located well above eF. In V42Al12, the
bonding state is shifted to lower energy; however, the antibonding
state is also shifted to lower energy, especially with the Al 3s

orbital, which exhibits significant antibonding contributions
below eF. In addition, stronger hybridization with Al causes
weaker hybridization with the V d-orbitals, as can be observed
in the much smaller overlap with dzy. Consequently, H avoids the
energetically unfavorable interaction with Al and prefers to be
exclusively surrounded by V.
3.3.2. Coordination

Another interesting characteristic of the V alloy is the variation
in its coordination environment. Fig. 5a and b shows the final
atomic positions when H is placed at the H1 position in V48Ni6
Fig. 5. Metal atom coordination around H: (a) H1 position in V48Ni6, (b) H2 position in V

(001) plane of vanadium. The atoms are drawn in different colors: H, V, Ni, and Al in

distance from H in Å. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legen

Fig. 6. Contour map of electrostatic potential for (a) pure V and (b) V48Ni6. The plane cu

at the T site reaches a maximum. The T site in (b) corresponds to the H1 position. The po

to the absolute value of the electrostatic potential. The white regions at the corners have

(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referre
and the H2 position in V48Al6, respectively. The hydrogen position
significantly deviates from the original tetrahedral site (labeled as
the T site); in Ni, it moves to an octahedral site (labeled as the O

site), which has a Ni vertex at its short diagonal (length of a,
lattice parameter), whereas in Al, it sits between two tetrahedral
sites and has five metal atoms surrounding it. We name this site
the P site, as shown in Fig. 5c. Even before inserting a hydrogen
atom, the electrostatic potential map provides a rough idea about
the preferred site. Fig. 6 compares the case of pure vanadium with
that of V48Ni6. The contour map cuts the H1 position, which is the
V3Ni1 site. In pure V (Fig. 6a), the T site is located at the distinct
maximum that is energetically well separated from the nearby
O site. However, in V48Ni6 (Fig. 6b), the potential difference between
the O and T sites becomes very small and the position is shifted
toward the O site at the center. This result indicates the strong
stabilization of the O site in the presence of a Ni atom.

The change in coordination environment upon alloying cer-
tainly relies on the electronic effect and is indeed intriguing.
This change is worth further investigation because it could affect
the formation of V2H, where the H atoms preferentially sit at the
O sites [36].
3.3.3. Site energy

The site energies are calculated and summarized in Fig. 7.
As mentioned above, some H atoms move to the O or P site, or
other T sites (see the annotations in Fig. 7). The general trend in
the site energy is TioNboAloFeoNi in the case of V48X6. From
Ti to Nb, the electronic contribution is stronger such that the site
energy in V–Ti is always lower than that in V–Nb. From Al to Fe,
the elastic effect overtakes the electronic effect due to their large
size difference (see Fig. S3), and some stable sites in Al now
48Al6, and (c) schematic diagram to show the position of the T, O, and P sites on the

white, gray, red, and blue, respectively. The numbers on each metal atom are the

d, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

t is orthogonal to the [001] direction and is taken where the electrostatic potential

tential increases as the color changes from red to purple. The color is not correlated

an even lower potential. The isopotential lines are drawn in an interval of 0.068 V.

d to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 7. Site energies at 12 different H positions: (a) V48X6 and (b) V42X12. Numbers

in smaller font below the bottom label represent the coordination (VnX4�n) for

each T site. The annotations (O, P, or H position index) indicate the final stable site

when the final site is different from the initial T site. The black dotted lines show

the DE of pure V.

Table 3
Number of final stable sites in the V12X4 configuration after structure optimiza-

tion. The numbers inside the parentheses are the initial numbers. In V2X2, the first

number and the second number correspond to V2X2�s (short edge) and V2X2–l

(long edge), respectively.

V4 (32) V3X1 (36) V2X2 (16, 8) V1X3 (4) T (96) O (0) P (0) Total (96)

Fe 32 34 12, 0 0 78 3 2 83

Ni 32 24 8, 0 0 64 3 2 69

Al 32 12 4, 2 0 50 0 3 53

Ti 26 30 14, 4 4 78 0 2 80

Nb 32 34 16, 2 4 88 0 0 88

Table 4
Average site energy for each type of interstitial position in the V12X4 configuration.

Units are in eV.

V4 V3X1 V2X2–s V2X2–l V1X3 O P

Fe 0.020 0.147 0.133 – – 0.099 0.093

Ni �0.016 0.081 0.126 – – �0.115 0.000

Al �0.273 0.038 0.239 0.375 – – 0.291

Ti �0.312 �0.381 �0.465 �0.416 �0.512 – �0.470

Nb �0.350 �0.325 �0.273 �0.278 �0.165 – –
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become more stable than those in Fe. It is consistently observed
that H cannot sit next to Al unless the unfavorable T site (VnAl4�n

where na4) is exclusively connected to other unfavorable T sites.
To elaborate, each T site has four nearest T sites. For example, an
H1 site has three H1 and one H2 sites as its nearest neighbors
(refer to the neighboring T sites in Table 2 and the diagram in
Fig. S2), and therefore, the hydrogen at the H1 site in V48X6

cannot escape from the V3Al1 position because the H2 site is also
a V3Al1 site.

At higher alloy concentrations, i.e., the V42X12 structure, the
site energies in Ni become lower than those in Fe. The reasons can
be attributed to both the electronic and elastic contributions:
(i) Ni creates some stable O sites that attract nearby H atoms, and
(ii) the volume difference becomes larger, which favors Ni. It is
interesting to observe that the two most stable sites in V42Ni12 are
the O sites. One can observe that even for Ti and Nb, the V2X2 H8
position is unstable and the H atom moves to the O site. The final
O sites for larger atoms (Al, Ti, and Nb), however, are different
from those in Ni: two V atoms sit at the vertices of the short
diagonal and four X atoms sit at the vertices of the long diagonals
(length of

ffiffiffi
2
p

a) of the octahedron, whereas the opposite happens
in the case of Ni. Irrespective of the composition and alloying
element, all of the V4 sites remain stable. In summary, at high
concentrations, we expect to see several types of metal coordina-
tions around the H site depending on the local arrangements of
the alloying atoms, and we may observe changes in the solubility
sequence due to enlarged electronic or elastic effects.
3.4. Statistical analysis using special quasi-random structure

The cases of V48X6 and V42X12 provide us insights about the
characteristics of each alloying element. The artificial symmetry,
however, cannot provide a realistic environment of a random
alloy. For example, the probabilities of each site, p(V4)¼0.259
(0.366), p(V3X1)¼0.593 (0.418), p(V2X2)¼0.148 (0.179), p(V1X3)¼
0.000 (0.034), and p(X4)¼0.000 (0.002), significantly deviate from
the ideal value written inside the parentheses. Using a SQS of the bcc
alloy [27] for V12X4, we calculate the site energies of the 96 possible
H sites (48 independent sites). This structure more closely reflects a
random arrangement: p(V4)¼0.333 (0.316), p(V3X1)¼0.375 (0.422),
p(V2X2)¼0.250 (0.211), p(V1X3)¼0.042 (0.047), and p(X4)¼0
(0.004). Table 3 summarizes the number of stable sites for different
coordination environments. There are two types of V2X2: one with
two X atoms at the short edge (length of (

ffiffiffi
3
p

/2)a, labeled as V2X2–s)
of a tetrahedron and the other at the long edge (length of a, labeled
as V2X2–l). In many cases, the H atoms sit between the ideal T and O

sites, and an O site is assigned when dT4dOþ0.5 Å, where dT and dO

are the distance from the ideal tetrahedral and octahedral positions,
respectively. The T–O distance in pure vanadium is 0.75 Å. Within
this criterion, all of the octahedral occupations exhibit an almost
linear M–H–M arrangement along its short diagonal.

In the case of Ni, the number of stable interstitial sites is
significantly reduced from 96 to 69. The preference for the O site
clearly appears: whenever two Ni atoms form a long edge, the H
atom wants to sit between them, i.e., all V2X2� l and V1X3 sites are
unstable, and these 12 T sites collapse into the three most stable O

sites (see Table 3). The most noteworthy change in the number of
stable sites is observed in Al due to the strong repulsion. The average
site energies are summarized in Table 4.
3.4.1. Hydrogen distribution at finite temperature

To estimate the site energy as a function of concentration at
finite temperature, we perform Monte Carlo simulations using the
Metropolis algorithm. For the site energies, the concentration is
varied from 1 to 16 H atoms per V12X4 simulation cell. The final
values are averages from the last 107 steps in a total of 2�107

simulation steps. To arrange multiple H atoms, the interaction
between H atoms must be explicitly considered. For simplicity, we
assume a complete blocking within half of the lattice parameter, ca.



Fig. 8. (a) Site energy per H atom and (b) pV as a function of H/M in V12X4 at 673 K. The dashed line in (a) indicates the site energy in V16.

Fig. 9. Measure of configurational entropy per H atom as a function of H/M at

673 K. The right triangle in violet (bn-0) is the upper bound. (For interpretation of

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web

version of this article.)
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1.5 Å, which corresponds to the blocking of the six nearby T sites
and two O sites in the case of a T site occupation [37].

Fig. 8a shows the site energy per H atom at 673 K. Note that the
site energy in V16 (dashed line) is different from that in 54-atom cell
because the cell size is not sufficient to obtain a fully converged
value. The site energy sequence among the X atoms is the following:
TioNboAloNioFe. The result also confirms that the site energy in
Ni is smaller than that in Fe at high alloy concentrations, and the
apparent site energy in Al is quite small (even smaller than that in
V16 at low concentration) due to the elastic effect. However, the rapid
increase at high concentrations (H/M40.5) appears to be related to
the limited number of stable V4 sites. To better understand this
behavior, the probability of having vanadium as the nearest neighbor
(pV) is calculated and plotted in Fig. 8b. Indeed, the steep increase in
DE accompanies a decrease in pV. As H/M increases, the V4 sites
cannot accommodate all of the H atoms and they are forced to
occupy the VnAl4�n sites (na4) that have considerably higher site
energy (see Table 4), which simultaneously decreases pV and
increases DE. An increase in DE and a decrease in pV is commonly
observed for Fe, Ni, and Nb, but they exhibit a more gradual change
because the energy difference between the different types of sites is
not as large as in Al (see Table 4). Except for Ti, all of the other cases
show preference for V because pV lies above the ideal value of 0.75.
The DE and pV in Ti exhibit the opposite trend because more H atoms
are forced to sit near V as H/M increases (the V4 site is the least
favored), which is the exact opposite of the Al case.

3.4.2. Configurational entropy

A thermodynamic quantity that is linked to the site preference
appearing in the variation in pV is configurational entropy. In fact,
estimating the entropy is a more involved process. To explore all
of the possible configurations with the correct probabilities, the
required number of simulation steps rapidly increases with the
number of H atoms. Here, the number of H atoms is limited to 4, and
108 simulation steps are used for the same simulation conditions as
in the previous section. The following unitless quantity is used as a
measure of the configurational entropy:

sc ¼�
X

i
Pi lnPi, ð5Þ

where Pi is the probability of the ith distinct configuration. The
absolute sc value does not correspond to the experimental config-
urational entropy because of the size limitation and approximations
imposed in our simulation, but it will provide a sense of the relative
magnitude for different alloy systems. The results are summarized in
Fig. 9. For comparison, the maximum sc is calculated based on the
condition of no blocking and identical site energies for all of the
T sites (labeled as bn-0). The upper bound for the six blocking T sites
is also obtained assuming identical site energy (labeled as bn-6). As
expected, the drop in sc is the most pronounced in Al, and the values
are approximately 60% of those of bn-6. The value is the largest in Nb.
Although the smallest or largest sc arises from the X that has the
smallest or largest number of stable sites (Table 3), the detailed
sequence does not follow that of the total number of stable sites.
Especially when H/M¼0.0625 (one H atom), sc of Fe is the second
smallest, whereas its total number of stable sites is the second
largest. Such a variation originates from the site energy distribution,
and we can infer that Fe has smaller number of stable sites within the
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energy window covered by the thermal energy at 673 K, compared to
the other X atoms.

In summary, although the strong repulsion of H by Al may not
be detected in the measurement of enthalpy, this effect should
clearly appear in the measurement of entropy. The element in the
same group, Nb, appears to be the best in preserving the effective
number of H interstitial sites. In relation to the effect on perme-
ability, the sc values can also be connected to hydrogen diffusivity
in the alloy. Very small sc values at low H/M ratios may indicate
the existence of trapping centers, whose site energies are sepa-
rated from those of other sites. For example, in V–Al, the H atoms
would diffuse mostly thorough the V4 sites, and the loss of
connection between the V4 sites results in trapping of H in the
V4 sites. Therefore, if the site energies are similar, the alloy system
that has the larger sc would be beneficial for permeability
applications.

Here, we limit ourselves to the discussion of metal–hydrogen
interactions in static configurations and the solubility of hydro-
gen. Calculations on the diffusivity of hydrogen should follow to
predict the permeability of a membrane. However, higher perme-
ability does not necessarily promise better overall performance in
V alloy membranes. For instance, if the diffusivity does not
considerably differ, the V–Ti membrane may have the highest
permeability, but even more serious embrittlement may result
from the increased H solubility [2]. In this respect, we deem that
further investigation on metal–hydrogen interactions, such as
strong local attraction/repulsion, site preference changes, or
formation of hydrides, in relation to H-induced embrittlement is
as important as the prediction on permeability and is a subject of
future work.
4. Conclusions

We have investigated the alloying effect on hydrogen insertion in
view of elastic and electronic contributions in vanadium alloyed
with Fe, Ni, Al, Ti, and Nb. At low alloying concentrations, the elastic
effect is extrapolated from that in pure V, and the electronic effect is
isolated. The overall sequence of the electronic contribution in H
affinity at low alloying concentration is Ti4Nb4Fe4Ni4Al.
Al exhibits the strongest repulsion and cannot accommodate hydro-
gen in its nearest interstitial sites. As the alloying concentration
increases, a coordination change around the H atoms is predicted in
some cases. Specifically, Ni strongly stabilizes the O sites, and this
effect combined with the enhanced elastic effect makes Ni more
favorable than Fe for H insertion. At xX¼0.25, the strong repulsion
by Al is not evident in the site energy due to the significant elastic
contribution, but a large drop in configurational entropy is predicted
due to the reduced number of stable sites. Regarding the design of a
vanadium alloy membrane, if one intends to decrease the hydrogen
solubility to mitigate the embrittlement problem, smaller alloying
elements will be more effective, especially when they form solid
solutions with vanadium in a wide composition range. For hydrogen
diffusion, alloying elements that do not induce a strong variation in
site energies can be a good candidate because mobile hydrogen will
not be trapped or blocked by the sites that have very low or high
energy. The short-range metal–hydrogen interactions discussed here
could alter the stability of hydrides or induce rearrangement of
metal atoms [38], thereby affecting the performance of the mem-
brane; therefore, these interactions require further attention.
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